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Translator's Note
Allama G. A. Paiwez says in the Introduction to the book
Saleem Ke Nam (Letters to Saleem): Destinies of nations
are not decided in political arenas or on battlefields. They
are decided in their schools and places of training. A nation
is not defeated by its enemy; rather it is defeated by the
wrong education and corruption of its youth. This is the
reason Allama Parwez made Muslim youth the focus of
attention in this book.
Today's Muslim youth are curious to learn about Islam but
are frustrated with the explanations given by traditional
Islamic scholars. Saleem symbolizes such youth. and
through him, Allama Parwez addresses all Muslims. The
book uses a logical and rational approach throughout and
covers a wide range of topics.
Allama G.A. Parwez not only had a deep knowledge of the
Qur'an, but he also had an ability to communicate it in a
way that is probably unmatched in the annals of Urdu
literature. His style was unique and his delivery finely
tuned and highly resonant. Therefore, a literal translation of
his Urdu is impossible. The Urdu words have connotations
whose resonances are rarely caught with lexicon
equivalents, and many Urdu idioms would be unintelligible
if translated literally.
Translations of the Qur'anic verses appearing in the
original Urdu and given in this rendition (of leiter no. 37
dated January 1957 in Saleem Ke Nam) are taken from
AJlama Parwez's Exposition of the Holy Qur'an, YoU and
with minor adaptation from the Tolu-e-lslam website:
www.tolueislam.com.TheQur·anic references are given as
Sura number followed by the verse number: e.g., (4: 123)
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means Sura 4 verse 123. Allama Iqbal's poems appearing
in the original Urdu letter have been done by me.
I have strived for the most accurate possible English
rendition of the Urdu. In spite of the wide gulf between
modem English and classical Urdu, this humble effort on
my part offers a reliable translation that can be studied by
non-Urdu readers. If you think I have been successful in
this aim then it is due to the Grace of Allah. If not, then I
implore the reader to consider this as my limitation. Also,
any discrepancy in this rendering of the original Urdu text
is my responsibility.
Finally, I am thankful to my son, Suhail, for editing this
translation and to my wife, Sajida, for her constant
encouragement in my Qur'anic journey.
Mansoor Alam
Toledo, Ohio
Email address:malam55@yahoo.com
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Rise and Fall of Nations
Dear Saleem' History is not merely a record of past events
and facts. It holds a much broader and deeper meaning than
that; it is about why some nations succeed and thrive while
others fail and vanish. In other words, studying histOry,
apart from telling us the details of past events and facts,
tells us the underlying causes of the success or failure of
nations. This is called the science or the philosophy of
history.
Science of history
My dear Saleem! You may be surprised to know that it was
the Qur' an, that for the first time, presented history as a
science or philosophy. The Qur'an states that it is not an
accident of chance or a random event that nations live or
die, rather their fate is subject to precise laws and rational
principles.
It is true that sometimes a certain nation or a society may
temporarily acquire power and wealth while ignorant of
these laws and principles, but this is like a flash fire of
weeds that quickly bums into a pile of ash, What we arc
considering as the rise or fall of nations goes beyond short
term events, Rather, we are considering the long-term
process that slowly works its way towards a nation's
ultimate rise or falL Studying history allows us to see that
this occurs according to a set pattern or law.

One should understand at this point that when we say that a
certain nation dies, it does not mean that the people
belonging to that nation disappear from the face of the earth
(though sometimes this happens as well), Rather, what we
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mean by the death of a nation is that, although the people
remain alive physically and even maintain their future
generations, they lose their power and glory, and do not
count for much in the world.
It is true that every nation has a certain ideology and a
particular concept of life. This is known as Kalim(1 in
Qur'anic tenninology or culture in modem tenninology.
But what do we mean by life or death of nations?

Death of nations

Every nation has its own culture that it tries to preserve and
promulgate through time. When it cannot, it suffers a
cultural death. If a nation is going through a decline then it
means: 1) either it is not able to withstand the challenge of
its time, and thus is overtaken by another cui:ure, or 2) it
left its culture (thinking it would not be able to withstand
the challenge) IJnd voluntarily adopted a new culture that
was on the rise. In short, a culture experiencing downfall
did not withstand the test oftime.
This implies that an unending clash goes on between
cultures and the demands of time. A culture that is able to
withstand and overcome the demands of time remains
alive, while a culture that is not is left behind and is
overtaken by another culture. In the tenninology of the
Qur'an this is called the law of suhstitution and succession
o.fnations.
It is obvious that, like an individual, a nation does not want
to die. It wants to live and prosper, and wants to be
powerful. But, just as an individual cannot live merely on
wishes, a nation likewise cannot live merely on the basis of
lofty wishes. It must follow the above law if it wants to live
and prosper. So much so that in the early period of Islam,
when Muslims faced opposition from those (whom the
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Qur'an calls Ahl·ul·Kit'ah, the people of the Book) who
professed a culture that had lost its ability for forward
movement against the forces of the time, the Qur'an stated
in clear ternlS that though every party WIshes to sllcceed or
prevail, one must remember that success is not based on the
mere wishes of one over that of the othcL It is based 011 the
immutable law, that if a society or nation practices
injustice, sooner or later, it is hound to face the destructive
consequences of its actions.
~1ark it that paradjse~like life cannot be adllcycd through
\\ishful thinkIng - be it yours or thatof:lhf.lI/·f.."rt'ah. \\'hoc\'er
does \\ Tong shaH reap the consequence thereof and shall nol find
anyone to protect and help him except A/lah. (4J 23)

Rule of Law
A culture based on exploitation and usurpation is bound to
fail and nothing can save it from this destruction except the
shield prO\ided by the immutable law of Allah. This is so
hecause there is no lawlessness in this Universe. In other
words, the decision regarding a nation's life or death
happens rationally, according to set pattern or law. Those
that succeed and SUf\'i\"e do so according to the logical and
rational application of this law, and those which fail and
vanish do so while in violation of this law.
ThiS \'.:a5 necessary

If!

order (hat It rnight become manifest that

those who ha\'e the capacity 10 h\"i~ should SUfVjyC. whilst those
\\ho bck lhlS capacity may perish after clear demonstfJtlol1,
Allah 1s rhe Bearer and the Knowing, (8:42)

In the dominion of this law, therefore, neither does anyone
receive undeserved fa"ors the way kll1gs bestow on their
admirers, nor is anyone punished simply because of a
sudden burst of royal anger. Here, CveI)1hing happens
according to the unbiased, eternal and universal rule of law
without exception.
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The philosophy of Hegel
Dear Saleem I Let us proceed further after this rather long
introduction. Hegel has presented a philosophy of history
according to Which, first a certain idea is born; then it
gro\\ s, develops, and matures. Then from within it an
opposite idea takes root that slowly develops and matures
and O\'crwhelms the previous one which ultimately dies.
According to Hegel this process repeats itself in an endless
cycle.

The philosophy of Marx
Alier Hegel came Marx who followed essentially the same
line of reasoning except he said that this struggle is not
between ideas but between 51'S/ems. A period may be
dominated by a certain system (say Capitalism) but alier
some time from within it emerges another system whtCh is
the opposite of the previous one, and takes its place. Once
again, this continues in an endless cycle according to ~1arx.
The above philosophy of Hegel or Mar,
dialectical progression.

is called

But whether this perpetual clash is between ideas or
between systems, one thing is coml11on between both.
According to this philosophy an idea or a system is neither
good nor bad in itself; nor is one idea or system objectilely
superior to another. Also, according to this philosophy, an
idea or a system does not have the ability to stay forever
nor does it ha\'c the ability to dominate its opposite for
long: c\'(:ry idea or system contains within itself the
clements of lis own dcstntction. Both Hegel and Marx think
that this is the way the rise or fall of nations occurs. They
feci it is a cyclic process by which cultures COl11e and go,
incspective of its merits or ills. A culture cannot remain
alive forever nor can another remain dead forever. In other
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words, this philosophy says thai every culture has a final
day that cannot be changed by any means.

The philosophy of the Qur'an
Saleem! The Qur'an also gives a philosophy of the rise and
fall of nations or cultures. It says though il is lrue Ihat a
clash occurs between contradicting ideas, it is not true that
all ideas are equal in Ihis clash. According te> the Qur'an,
certain ideas have the inherent ability 10 dominale and
prosper as opposed 10 others. The Qur'an terms the fomler
Haq or Truth and the latter Bamil or Falsehood. The
Qur'an says that Haq strikes at Baa/if and this struggle
continues until Haq overwhelms Baa/ii which is eventually
defeated.
We h/:l\'t' made it such that there is constant clash between Truth

and Falsehood. The (constnlctj\e force of) Truth continues fO
O\'ef'come the (negative and de::-.tructne force of) Falsehood until
such tJnle that the latter has been cl1lshed and withers away.
121: IS)

This is so because Falsehood has the elements of its
destruction within its very foundation.

o

Messenger~ Announce to the world that Truth has manifested
itself and that Falsehood has vanished: for Falsehood by its very
nature must perISh e,<nmally.lli:S1)

Therefore, a nation which professes a culture based on
Truth will dominate a nation whose culture is based on
Falsehood, and the former wil! continue to do so as long as
its culture remains based on Truth. It would never be the
case that a nation based on Falsehood (i.e., nation of
unbelievers in the Qur'anic sense) could ever dominate a
nation based on Truth (i.e., nation of true believers in the
Qur'anic sense).
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Never will Allah allmv the unbelievers an upper hand over the
believers. (4:141)

So, what is the Significance and meaning of the Qura'nic
temlS Flaq or Baafi/0
Haq is the name of the ideology that represents universal

penn anent values of humankind. It is based on reality and
therefore its results arc constructive. Whatever is against
this ideology is ealled Baanl. With Haq as its ideology a
culture is bound to develop and grow and reach higher and
higher levels. On the other hand, a culture based on Baarif
produces destructive results and is bound to fail eventually,
even though there may he some short tcnn gains.
Did you notice Saleem, how the philosophy presented by
the Qur'an regarding the clash of ideas. systems, or cultures
is different from the philosophy of Hegel and Marx" It is
according to this Qur'nic philosophy that fate of nations is
really decided. It is this objective standard or law by which
the survival or death of a nation occurs. The history the
Qur'an has presented of past nations is not idle storytelling;
it is to demonstrate the working of this immutable law with
actual and concrete examples.
Therefore. we should not simply move forward after
reading the stories of the rise and fall of past nations but
reOect on its deeper aspects to figure why they rose in
power and achieved greatness only to then vanish into the
bowels of history. Our own collective life or death is also
governed hy the same immutable law of Ihe Qur'an that
applied to them. II is only from this deeper perspective that
we will be able to figure out why our own Islamic culture
suffered its downfall and how we can escape from this
abyss.
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Life at the animal level
The Qur'an says that cultures keeping human life at the
animal level will never last because they arc based on
Falsehood. According to the Qur'an, the difference
between humans and animals is not just that humans are
more advanced beings, but that when life reached the
human level it acquired a unique and distinct characteristic
that is not present at the animal level. It is this distinct
characteristic that defines human qualities, and it is the
development of these human qualities that is the real goal
of human existem:e. The ideology that says that human life
is only an extension of animal life in higher form is referred
to as the materialistic concept of life. The Qur'an says that
nations professing this concept of life. no matter how much
wealth and power they might accumulate, will never
succeed nor prosper In the long-tenn. It says in Sura
Muhammad about these people: haH: not they seen the
result of nations which passed before them? (47:10)
Have you seen Saleem, how the Qur'an emphasizes the
study of history? It presents this history of past nations as
evidence of Allah's immutable laws? It demonstrates that it
is Allah's immutable laws that destroyed those nations.
Haven't these people travelled the earth and seen the result!'. of
nations \VlllCh came before them. The law of Allali destroyed
them utterly, And any nation which Will follow in thcJf footsteps
\nll meel (he &ame end. (47:10)
Allah is the Protector of those who follow His Laws. His Laws
support and back them lip. Those who reject His laws shall have
no such support and backing. (47: 11)

Those \\'ho have unwavering coo\'idlon in the laws of Allah and
do righteous deeds, AlInh will grant them a blissful paradise~like
life the synergy of WhlCh Will nen;r fadt. However. 3S for those
who deny these laws and lead life only at the phYSIcal level 1I1
which the aim of life is limited to eating. drinking. and Tnatcllal
enjoyment, there is no difference between their iiycs and that of
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animals. The result of this kind of life is nothing but death and
destruction. (47:12)
There were many such nations whlch We destroyed; and no
power in the world could save them from destruction. (0
MesseJ1geJ'~) They were far stronger than those who have driven
you out from your home. (So. if they were destroyed then how
can these people who deny the laws of Allah and who have
driven you ont of your home remam?) (47: J3)

We should not therefore take the history of past nalions as
mere stories that arc being rehearsed to us in the pages of
the Qur'an and assume that these have nothing to do with
us. Rather, we should take them as data in support of the
Qur'anic claim that behind these stories is an underlying
principle that applied to past nations and caused their
destruction when they embarked on a path of Falsehood,
and that the very same principle will apply now to any
nation that embarks on a similar path, and it \Viii produce
the same result. There is no favoritism in this universe.
Saleem. A society that follows the laws laid down by Allah
has their backing, and the one which does not, well Saleem,
nothing can save it' The universal principles that governed
the past will continue to govern the success of today and
the future. This law operates over all places and all ages
without exception.
By examining the pages of history, Saleem, we know that a
concept of life or culture in which the aims are limited to
satisfaction of only material needs without other higher
aims cannot hope to last long. People living in a society
established on such lines can never lead a life of peace and
tranquility. They can only achieve that by creating a society
that is based on living in accordance with the ultimate
pennanent values established by its ('reator. Because these
values actually bring success in all its fonns, their
realization becomes those peoples' lifelong goal. In fact,
these are the values which enable human beings 10 achieve
immortality.
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Enjoying life without working
Saleem' Let us proceed further. The second principle which
the Qur'an has mentioned is that a society in which people
at its lower wrung do all the hard work while the people at
the top enjoy and indulge at their expense will never
succeed. In a society based on truth, this will never happen.
In Sura Anbim the Qur'an says that many past nations were
destroyed because of their indulgences and extravagant life
styles, and other nations took their places that were not like
them.
The Qur'an also says that when these nations saw their
forthcoming destruction, they tried to flee, You may
wonder why those people did not recognize the ill effects of
their policies and change their ways. The important point
here is that though the destruction had started much earlier,
it basically remained invisible to them. Though every
action starts taking shape the moment the action is done, it
may have distant effects that remain latent, giving human
belllgs a false impression that their bad actions are not
producing bad consequences. They realize the tmth onl\·
when the results become perceptible to them, when it is too
late.
Thus there is a period between I he act and the appearance
of its consequence III concrete form which the Qur'an calls
it Ajal or respite. Nations pursuing a fa'" 'iystem of life lise
their intellect and their political acum"" to plug any holes
in their system through which they thlllh destruction could
come. When a destruction does not e')111c their way for a
while they feel satisfied that all their dcknses arc I,'rtlfied
and all their plans foolproof. But Allah's /.Ill ofreqllllill (or
rhe law of sowing and reapil1g) keeps working. Although
imperceptible but nevertheless always present, it slowly
moves towards their ultimate destruction because of their
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wrong actions, and becomes visible to them suddenly
through ways they could not have perceived:
Those who discard Allah's 1<1\\5, chastisement does not come
upon them immediately but they are led towaIds 11 gladually
through ways whIch Ihey do not perceive. This is the respite
giyen to them: otherwise the grip of Our hm of n!!llriwf is
mescapable 17: 182-183)

People will be questioned
Saleem' This, then, is the mcaning of the earlier Qur'anic
statement: they startcd to flee when they sa\\' thc
forthcomIng destruction. But the abovc law tenaciollsly
follows them saying: Do not flee. Stop. Return to the place
where you had amassed your wealth and built your palaces
(using the blood. sweat. and tears of the poor) so that you
may be questioned.
Dear Saleem! Have you ever pondered why rio these people
at the top think that no one can question them no matter
what they do? First they think that they arc beyond the
reach of the law. They keep manipUlating the system so
that they could avoid being caught. If that is not possible
then they enaet sllch laws "'hich make whatever they want
to do legal:
These people IJre those who try to keep as much as posslble for
themsekes. They bid others to do likeWise and BJ' to keep
111dden \\ hatever bounty Allah has glvt:n them. For such
ungrateful people Allah has pIepar\'.d a hunuliatiug life. (4:37)

This )s what happens in a capitalistic system. The people at
the top enad la\\'s that allo\\' unlimited private ownership
over the means of production. Often, they co-opt the
serVlces of the priesthood which gives sanctity to sllch laws
by paSSing fatw3 (religious edict) against anyone who
advocates limits on slich ownership charging him with
interfering in matters of religion. Thus these laws gain the
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legal as well as the religious stamp of approval, which no
one is allowed to question. But the Qur'an says that these
usurpers of religious and temporal powers cannot escape
the law of requital with such machinations and deceptions.
This law is beyond these ploys and will hold these people
accountahle to what they have been doing, Finally, they
will see Hell with their own eyes and they will be asked
about their wealth and power as to how did they acquire
them and where did they spendry
Now, after the Qur'an called on these people to stop and
told them not to flee the scene of the forthcoming
destruction, it goes on to mention that they accepted their
responsibility by, saying: Yes l We did manipulate and
exploit others and usurped their rights, and this destruction
in which we are engulfed did indeed come ahout precisely
because of that. But the Qur'an says that they would gain
nothing from this late acknowledgement. They would be
[he losers, Following verses (21:11-15) sketch this picture:
(If you shape your lIfestyle in accordance with this code, you
will attain heights of dignity. elegance and greatness.) But if you
turn away you too will be destroyed lIke nations We destroyed
(before you) because of their miquities Thereafter we raised
other natIOnS in their stead. (21- J 1)
(The effects of their wrong behavior were being recorded
without them realizing ILl Although they were warned, they did
not pa y any heed to this warning. Thus the imperceptible effects
accumulated slowly and tlnally confronted them. Then they
tried to flee. (21-12)
(But at that time they could not escape. Our Law of ReqUItal
called them and said) "Where can you run away now',> Do not
try to flee. Return to all that which gave you so much
intoxicating pleasure. Come back to your palaces (where you
considered yourselves to be so safe) so that you may be asked to
account for the labor that made all this about, and also to
question you as to what fight yo II had over it (21-13)
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At that lime they could no! but accept that they' wele
\\"rongdoels They \\"~re sorry and ashamed of thcmsl'l\·es.
(21·1~ )
(But then feeirng sorry is of no ust:. 'When one IS confronted
WIth the outcome of one's deeds. it can nm be r~\'clsed ) Thus
lhey' cOl1llllued rrying. lanlemed the wlOngs they had dont', and
\"'ere e\!femely ashamt·J, Howe'.-!:'r. Our Law of Requital turned
them im~) a mowed-down field In \\"hlch nOfhing could grow
\ like an extmgUl5ht'd name devoId of any lite). (21-15)

Alier this Saleem, the Qur'an says something that contains
an entire universe of thought in its scope. It says that this
type of destruction docs not happen on an emergency basis
but lilat il happens according to AlIah'5 law of requital, and
that the entire universe is ceaselessly working to make it
happen. Allah says:
(They thought that) We have l.'realed thIS heaven and earth and
aU (hat IS m !JeH\<een (i,e., the universe) just fur fun: un idle play,
;\0, not at all! \Ve have created all thiS for a great purpose. And
the purpose is that no action should n:mam \\'llhout result.
whether it l11\'o!\"cs a p~rson or a natIOn. All actions product·
reslilts. (21 t6)

This universe is working so that in the stl11ggle between
Truth and Falsehood the Truth overpowers the Falsehood
and nothing can stop it.
Wf," ha\'{' made 11 such that there

of

IS l"on:,t3111

dash between forces

fruth (H(J(jl and fl)rces of Falsehuod (Baunt). The

l'Ollsrructl\'f," to-rct's

or Truth

contInue o\"crconllng the ncgatJvc

and destructive forces of Falsehood, until such lime that (he
lalter has heen crushed and withers away. (21: 18)

Capitalists
Saleem' Did you nOlice something important here') The
second principle the Qur' an has given for the destruction of
nations is that a nation in which one group rides in luxury
on the hack of the hard labor of another group will never
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lasl. This is precisely the reason a capitalist system can
never last. As Allama [qbal Says:
Jlllcl/C'Cllur/ deceplion CUll 'I suslaill/or 10llg
cullllre whose hasis is capilalism

In this system one group controls the means of production
and the resources of the Earth and blocks it from the reach
of the rest of the humanity, The Qur'an calls this Bukltl
(usually translated as niggardliness). The Qur'an says that a
nation practicing Bukhl is doomed and a ncw nation takes
place:
These people ilre those \vho try to keC'p as rnlH..~h as possible for

themselves. They bld others 10 do likewise and try to keep
hidden whatever bounty Allalt has gl\'en theln. For such

ungrateful people Allah has prepared a humihatlllg life. H:J7)
These people are tho!'-c \\'ho try to keep as much as po~sjble for
themseh·es. They shnutd knO\v that (he one who ochan!'5 like
this hJrms none but \ll'leself for Allah IS Indeed free ol'all \\Jnt
(Allah does not need Jnythll1g from you.) It 1S you \\ho IS in
need. Should you turn hack from your commllmcnL Hc wlll
replilc<: you With another nation which \vill not be hkt· YOli.

Did you see Saleem how the Qur'an has hrought out a vcry
important point in the last part of the abo\'(~ verse: that
substitution of one nation for another nation does not
happen according 10 Marx or Hegel's dialectical
progression but according to Allah's law of requital and the
struggle between li'/IIII and F,,/sehoo,r)

Those engaged only in talk
Saleem! At this time let us bring ou! another point. A
program has two phases: planning, and execution. [n the
first phase, thinking and pondering, comparing the pros and
cons of the plan, making different blueprints for ,ts
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execution etc, arc carried out It is clear that though this
phase consis(s only of words and charts, it is; nevertheless,
extremely important When this phase is complete, the next
phase should begin, But if a nation only keeps planning and
talking and does not take steps to implement those plans, it
is bound to fail no matter how lofty its thinking may be, In
other words, nations cannot survive by mere ideas alone,
This is akin to a traveler having a torch in his hand but not
walking, In nations devoid of action, philosophers engage
in discussing metaphysical problems and leaders busy
themselves in designing grand schemes and giving
speeches, and both think they are doing great work, But
their thoughts and words can hardly save these nations, A
nation that turns away from the real problems of the world
and only remains engaged in abstract and theoretical
discussions is bound to taste death, The Qur'an has termed
this behavior as Khoud""" \vhich means being engaged in
fruitless (abstract or meaningless) discussions,

Entertainment
Now let us take the other side of this coin, We know that
most problems concerning human life have utilitarian
value, But, apart from this, human beings also have
psychological and emotional needs, Fine arts and
entertainment are developed to attend to those needs, But
they have their own place on human scale if they are to be
useful. If a nation ignores proper action, and instead
becomes absorbed in the development and promotion of
entertainment, then it will never be able to compete with
other nations, The Qur'an has a tenn for this kind of
behavior as well: it calls it La 'ah, which means play and
fun,
The Qur'an stales thai a nation engaged in Khaudh and
La 'ah is not going to last very long and will be replaced by
another nation, and no one can stop this from happening,
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The system of Divine Nourishment that is spread from east to
west, testifies to the fact that We are fully capable of replacing
those engaged in idle talks and only interested III fun and play

with better nations. They cannot escape Our laws. nor can they
thwart Our schemes. Therefore do not worry. Leave them to
indulge in their use]ess planning, unnecessary discussions and
amusements until such time that they would be confronted
the Day of Judgment (i.e., the forthcoming revolution that is
sure to come and) about which they have been amply warned.
They conslder life to be a joke, and humanity to be without any

goal. \Vhat else but destmction can be the result of such a
mentality" (70:40·42)

Of this we have the glaring example of the Greek
civilization from the pages of history, They had reached
such heights of wisdom and philosophy that until today
tI'ey are considered among the topmost philosophers of the
world. Along with that they also had reached such heights
in the fine arts (painting, SCUlpture, music, and poetry) that,
overall, we do not find any such example anywhere in
history. In spite of all this, their practical and utilitarian
aspects of life were such that they could not manufacture
even simple things, The result was that the Greek
civilization fell in such a manner that it never rose again.
Their highly advanced philosophy and theIr exceptional
tine arts could 110t save them. Thcy were replaced by
nations that were better than them. This is yet another law
that the Qur'an has presented concerning substitution and
succession of nations.
Shying away from struggle
But among all of its laws of substitution and successIon of
nations, the Qur'an has presented one that could be
considered as the apex of all, and which, surprisingly, ('an
be described in just one word: sirugg/e. The Qur'an says
that life means struggle - persistent struggle, continuous
exertion, perpetual action, ceaseless trial and endurance,
untiring effort Ihis is life, According to Poet Philosopher
Iqbal:
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Perslstelll slruggle gives m(/Iurl~\' to Ihe elixir of life
o iglloralll olles" This is Ihe secrel ofimmortal life
We should know that a nation's doom starts the moment it
reality, is its
shies away from struggle. A nation's death.
dcset1ion from struggle,
II is bill delllh 'I'he/l lazilless pre"ellis olle laslillg slruggle
Hemu,£' rhe hllliler ahnn's \\'(/l'lo,1's '!'!lere the lI'illgsfo/d
The Our'an has \'ividly demonstrated that a nation that
shies away from struggle is ultimately destroyed, II says:

o

Belicn'fs! SometImes It happens that when you are asked to
march fonh in the cause of A{/ah some weak-minded amongst
you act as though thty are stuck to the earth. They prefer
worldly gj,lfIS tu the blessings of the life of the Hereafter
although the gauls offered by thc life of this world arc
Illslgl1lficanl compared to that offered by the life of the
Hereatie\', Remember: If ),ou do not march tonh, AI/ah wlil
certalllly mf1ict you with a serious chastisement and that He
w,lI replace YOll by another people 147:38, 70:41), You can do
no harm to AIi"h since lie has control over everythmg, (21: I 0)

From the discussion we have had so far it is clearly obvious
Saleem that the Our'an has given many laws and principles
in whose light there is no difficulty for anyone to see why
nations' rise and fall or how they go through life and death,
The Our'an exhorts us to think deeply into human history
and see for ourselves how every nation's history offers the
evidence of the truth of these laws, And then it asks us a
simple question: If that was the fate of those nations then
how could we avoid the same fate if we behave the same
way as they did?

Human abilities-a precondition for success
The Our'an says that real inheritance of the land cannot
come from ancestors or as a free gift but that there is an
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immutable lu\\ f()r this to happen, Only those people
inherit the land who posses the necessary ahilities for this:
\Ve had laid dO\\Tl in e\,elY revcalcd Book and In the historical
detaIls of past nations ttus baSIC and fundamental law: the
rightful heirs of the earth (the stnte. HS governance and
resources) shall only be those natlOus who possess the required
ahilItles and \\ ho live ,It:cordmg to Our I <1\\\. ThiS h<.lslC law of
tIfe IS ahsolul~ and umH:rsal. und any nation Ihat \\ant~ to lln'
according to Our Laws will hear witness to 11s far reachlllg
reality. (fhls realny IS that the mhentance in the earth IS
condltwnal on the development ~)f required ahilIties as \\e11 us
obedience to the Di\'lne Luw. \Vithout these two qualities a
nation mil) altam temporary superiority but \\ ill not huve it as a
nghtftl1 inhclltance.} 12]'105,106)

E"en Muslims were told that they are 110t dn exception to
the abcn golden rule. They have to acquire their place in
through their abilities, In other words, they have to
eam it.

God-given inheritance in earth
has promised authority in this world only to those
who have convictlon in the truthfulness oflhe Divine Laws
1I1It! who do the righteous deeds (33:27) (in accordance
with these laws), He will establish them in the land,
they, in turn, \\'ill tum their land into Paradise (39'74).
ThiS IS Our Eternal Ll\\ according to \\hich \\"t· GlU!)(..'d prevIous
general lOllS to estahltsh their authority on lhls 1.:41rth (28:6). As a
result of thelr (om·iuum In this law and due !n theil' righteous
deeds. \Ve \\ ill gram them authonty o\"er Ihe 11md and
stlt'ngthcn the system of !tfe \\llIeh \\\: have l'hosen for them.
The result wlil be that it wtIl reph.ltT their erstwhile Slate of fear
by one of secul"lty and peace S0 that they may Obt.T Our Laws
(do our 'ihum/(/f) tn peat!;" and harmony. Also, there will he 110
pressure on them to ohey anyone else; thus they will he fr~e of
becommg guilty of SIITr/.:. C\o worldly power or authority WIll
force them to obey man-made 01 otheT laws instead of those
given by AI/ah.) (24:55)
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From the above verse it is also clear that 'Ihaadat means
obedience and not worship as it is usually translated. If by
'Ibaadat we mean the fulfillment of rcligious rituals such
as prayer and fast then we do not need our own established
authority in the land to do that. This can be done anywhere
under any circumstances, even under slavery. The above
verse continues:
(But keep in mind that the above Order w!ll last as long as they
cantmue obeying Our Laws.) Alier this system has been
established. if they do not work according to it (and, instead,
start enforcing their own laws), then this will amount to going
astray and abandoning the straIght path which, in tum, will take
them away from the right destination. (24:55)

They will thus be deprived of the bounties of a blissful life
which are the result of conviction in Allah's law and doing
righteous deeds. When the Allah-prescribed foundation is
Ignored how could it produce its promised results?

o Prophet'

Convey OUI message to rhem: Only those who go
astray from the fight path will perish. Those who don'\ will not
face destruction. Therefore if they want to save themselves they
should follow the path suggested by Allah. (46:35)

It is clear from the Qur'an then that there exists an
immutable law for lile and death of nations. Those nations
that lead their lives according to this law ride the Ii fc
affinning waves resulting in their overall rise in prestige
and acclaim. Those who go against this law suffer
indignation and eventual death. Allah has cstablished this
law and has given freedom of will to human beings to
either accept it or reject it.

Saleem' Could there be any better explanation than what
the Qur' an has given above about the rise and fall of
nations~ You may be surprised to know that the nation that
is supposed to be the bearer of this Qur'anic message has
lar drifted away from it. The Muslim nation now believes
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that the question of freedom of will does not arise in this
Illatter; that human fate is already predetemlined hy Allah;
that the time of death of naMns is fixed just like
indi\'iduals and there will be no change in it even for one
second; and that no nation can extend its lik by doing
righteous deeds, or for that matter, shorten it by sinful
behavior, How ironic and amazing then that the authori
for thIS non-Qur'anic belief is presented from the Qur'an
itself bv those who lollow this non-Qur'anic ideology" No
wonder,
go astray ana Illany receIVe gllloancc
same
According to

same Qur 'an noH', tlte message
10 rellOlIl1Ce
Ihe world
Thol ol1ce iliad!? helievers Ihe maslers o[lhe mOOI/S, sial's
alld Ihe world
Their hfi' lodtn, has heel! made passil'e hI til(' helief ill
predestined hU1I1((1I JYdI
Whell ollce Ihey used 10 he "eeph' morel! 10 (lcllIlld shape
Iheir life hI" Got/'s Will
ollce good (lnd rirl1l0us has 1I0lt' Iweome 110/1
virtuous
This is because sloper!" degrades a nalion 's hearl alld
conscience

,,71<111\"([5

Every nation has its Ajal- a period of respite
To support their claim that there is a predetemlincd fixed
time for death, whether of indi\'iduals or of nations, its
proponents present the \'erse (7:34) of the Qur'an and
translate the word "Ajar in this \'erse as "Jixed time'", As
we hm'e mentioned before, between e\'ery action
appearance of its result there is a perrod, and the kngUl or
age of that period is called AWl. Ho\\"c\"Cr, before
appearance of the result i,c" before its "Jilll, if a
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changes ils course then it would be possible for it to avert
the destructive consequences of its prior wrong course. But,
if that period has reached a stage whcre the results of its
bad actions have started to appear then no onc can change
it. This Ajal, however, is different for different actions. (For
example, the period between planting the seeds and
appearance of the fruits is different for different seeds. Or,
for example. a small amount of a poison takes long time to
cause death whereas a large amount will hring about death
in a short time. Although the result actually starts taking
shape much earlier but its appearance occurs at a particular
time which is called Aial.)
This. then. is the law for A/a/; and different actions have
different A/a/. The Qur'an has beautifully explained this
Awl. It says:"Li klilli 1I11lmalin Ajaltl/l" (7:34) - There is
Ajal for every nation. And, "Li klilli A;alill kl/aah" (13:38)
For every Aial there is a law (Kitaah in Arabic means
book but it also means law.) "t"amnullahu maa yashaa-u
wa Ylishitll" (13:39) - This is Allah's law (masniyya)
according to which nations' fates are decided: whether they
should stay or disappear. This is Allah's U111versallaw, the
essence of which is with Allah Himself: "Wa 'indahu
lImll1u/ kilaah" (13:39). Therefore, no one can change it.
This is beyond the reach of humans. What is that
according to which the rise and fall of nations is decided? It
is: "Ymlliw/la/w/ haati/a lr(l ylIhiqqu/lwqqa hikalimaatihi"
(42:24) - Allah with His law wipcs out Baati! and
establishes Haq, i.e., a culture that is based on Falsehood
(evil) disappears and the one based on Truth (good)
remall1s.

Fundamental principle of survival
By now, we have seen which cultures have the ability to
survive and which have the potential to disappear; and we
have seen which fundamental principles detemline the fates
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of those nations. The Qur'an has also provided concrete
examples so that there is no di t1iculty in understanding
them, and that no doubt remains as to their working in real
lifc. See how Sura 13 verse 17 illustrates this principle with
a concrete example:
(Some may argue that If A//(/h has created ('\,erything why is it
that there IS evil along with good. The l'Ulltlll't between evil and
good IS necessary for the evolution of the UI1ln~rse. ThiS may be
understood by means of the followlIlg examples.) .1//(1" sends
do\\TI ram from the hea\"ens and this callses streams to now and
the deluge which follows sweeps nway all the dirt in the soil
(leaving clear soi! behind), SlI11llarly. when metals are used for
making ornaments or other artIcles of usc, they are punfied by
being put into (he fire which separates the impUfltleS (and the
pure remams). As a result of lh(: conflict b~{Vd:en truth and
falsehood the negauyC' fon:(:s pass away like scum but that
which IS benefICIal for tht" humal1lty t'ndun::s. This is how Allab
explalll' H,s Ia\\s by means of analogics. (13: 17)

Did you notice Saleem the unmistakable nature of this
principle? A culture or system has the ability to stay only if
its existence benefits humanity, and not any particular
group, party, organization, or nation. I think Saleem
principle should be written in golden letters
everywhere
world.

Is our revival possible?
Saleem! Now comes the important question: Is our revival
possible: Is it possible for us to pull ourselves out of this
humiliating life that we have been leading for centuries?
Or, are we doomed forever? The Qur'an says that there is
no need to feel hopeless. Indeed, it is possible for us to
come out of Ollr abyss, and it is possible for us to rise to the
glory which we once had. But.. .Saleem I You will have to
wait a while. Right now, we need to provide some
backdrop for that.
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You hm"e secn that the resulting clash of different cultures
means a nation's ultimate life or death" The Qur'an has
di\ided different cultures into two different categories: I)
in which a nation follows the laws of Allah, and, which the
Qllr'an has described it by the comprehcnsi\T tcrm Sa/aat
and 2) in which human beings follow their o\\"n aims and
ambittons" The Qur'an says that the Prophets (I'!ltd \ and
those who followed in their footsteps were bearers of the
culture of 5i%ol the result of which was sublime happiness
and success. But their descendents turned out to bc
ungrateful and left that culture (of Sa/aliI) and adopted
another culture (based on their own desires). And so, they
\\ere destroyed. In Sura MaroHI1 while describing the
exalted life stories of different Prophets the Qur'an says:
They \\er< exalted people on \vhom Allah had bestO\\-ed all
kl1lds of comf()rt and happiness but af:er them came their
alld unworthy descendents \\ho destroyed tlie s}'stem
of Salam zlI1d. instead. 'vent after their own dcs1l"cs, Those \vho
do so ultimately face Ihe result oflhelr transgression, (

It is dear from this
the result of
establishment of
the system of Salam is the achievement of life's bounties
and eminence and its desertion results in being deprived of
them.

After enunciating this principle let us come back to the
Muslims now. In Sura Faalir it is stated that Allah gave His
Book to the Prophet iPflUH). After the Prophet (l'lltlll),
his nation was to be the inheritor of this Book and the
system that the Prophet (PHI ;11) had established. This nation
in its early period remained in the forefront to continue to
establish Ihis system. But after that, it became less
enthusiastic about its establishment. Then, after that, it
went out of its originallrack completely.
(All that Was important or necessary has been revealed and
preserved In this Qur'an. hecause after thlS, the institution of
Wafn IS hcillg closed, The only thing required now IS 10
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estahlish a ~ystem according to these Laws, and lor human
SOcIety to follow this guidance.) For this purpose a nation (an

!s required. This Ummah has been chosen (2:143:
3: 109): and the Book has been entntsted to it. nut the conLiitlon
of this l'mmah \\ III be such that some of its members \\ 111
commit transgressIOn by abandoning it; some WJH slay on the
fence: and some will be foremost in establishll1g a system
accordmg 10 the Divine Laws. They will be [he ones who
dese"e h.gh ranks, (35:32)

We are in the category that abandoned the chosen path and
went awry, This has been explained in clearcr tem1S in Sura
3 of the Qur'an, We are told first what the path of Islam
and how all the previous Prophets IPlllil. adopted it, and
then the proclamation of the truth that this is Ihe path to
attain success and well-being is made:
If a people have professed EI'l}ul/i (conviction) and [heir Nanl
(Prophet) has establisl1ed the Dn'me System winch testifies to
its tmlh, and thereafter they tum away towards Kllti" (!WJl~
who is there who can guide them? And Allah's Law is
that the:: 'alwlt,t!1l I transgressors) cannot be the recipients of HIS
Guidance. These people wilt be deprIved of Al/ah's Blessings as
well as the support of Ma/aii.'n (forces of nature) and righteous
persons. They \\ ill remall1 in thlS state wllhollt resplte unless
give up the "'Tong path and amend their actions. And If
they do so then certainly Allah \\ ill protect them and provide
them with the sources of nnurishment. If they contmue to foliow
the wrong path and their repentance IS merely verbal. they \\ 111
not reach the fight goal. (3:85-891

So, Saleem l There you have it. There is definitely a way [0
get out of our abyss, but we have to return to the point from
where we took the wrong tum, and then atter reaching there
we will have to take the path to which the Qur'an guides
liS, Only thcn will Allah's law lift us from our current abyss
and protect us from any disasters while providing us
necessary nourishment for our development. This is the
only process by which we can start our revival.
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Dear Saleem' The Qur'an has told us in very clear terms
that the glory that was initially achieved by this Ullllllah
was the result of following the laws of Allah enshrined in
His Book, the Qur'an. But when this Ullllllah left the
Qur'an they were deprived of that glory. There is only one
way to rescue ourselves from our present abyss: establish
our system of life according to the Qur'an. There is I/O
other way for our renaissance no matter what we may try.
My dear Salecm' I hope you now understand what the
immutable law of the rise and fall of nations is; why some
nations livc, prosper and rise to great heights while others
die and disappear into history; and what a nation can do to
avoid death.
Fi Amllllllillllh.' Wlissli/aalll

Panvez
Jail/WIT,
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